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STATEMENT OF INTEREST AND AUTHORITY TO FILE AMICUS CURIAE 

Statement of Interest 

The West Virginia Division of Corrections ("Corrections"), like the West Virginia 

Regional Jail and Correctional Facility Authority ("Regional Jail Authority"), utilizes 

video cameras, including both hand held and fixed position video cameras, throughout its 

correctional facilities. It is an important tool in providing for safe, secure prisons. The 

information or video being filmed by these cameras reveals parts of the designs of its 

facilities, including security systems; reveals correctional officer preparations and 

techniques before, during and after both emergency and routine security actions; and 

reveals what parts of the prison are monitored by camera, and what areas of the prison are 

actually in sight of the camera and what parts ofthe monitored area are out of the 

camera's sight. This is information, which, ifunconditionally allowed to be released to 

the general public, can be obtained and used by inmates or those, who wish to assist 

inmates, to either escape or carry out assaults in prison. West Virginia Code, § 29B-l

4( a)( 19) exempts from disclosure, records relating to the design of corrections, jail and 

detention facilities that if, released, could be used by an inmate to escape or cause injury 

to another. Corrections has a strong interest in West Virginia Code, § 29B-1-4(a)(19) 

being applied in a manner, which meaningfully carries out the intent of the statute - to 

keep records, which show the designs, including the designs ofvarious security systems, 

ofa correctional facility, out of the public domain. 

This Court has not issued any legal opinion, which provides specific guidance 

regarding the exemption in West Virginia Code, 29B-I-4(a)(19). Unlike a number of 
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privacy based exemptions, this exemption was intended to limit the ability to use the 

Freedom of Infonnation Act to undennine jail and prison security. This Court has 

similarly not issued any opinion or guidance regarding a number of the other public 

safety based exemptions in West Virginia Code, 29B-I-4, including exemptions (a)(9), 

(a)(1O), (a)(11), (a)(12), (a)(13), (a)(14), (a)(15), (a)(16), and (a)(17). The underlying 

"Order Granting Preliminary InjunctionlDeclaratory Relief' is troubling because it fails 

to address, or addresses in the negative, several important concerns of the Regional Jail 

Authority, Corrections and other agencies, which are entrusted with providing for public 

safety. Among these concerns are: who should be entrusted with the decision as to 

whether the requested infonna~ion can be used to adversely affect public safety; does the 

Circuit Court provide any judicial deference to security detenninations of the agency as 

to whether the infonnation adversely affects public safety or does the Court review de 

novo; and what evidentiary burden must an agency meet when defending its decision to 

invoke a security based exemption in Circuit Court. 

Statement ofAuthority 

Corrections is a state agency and, as a matter ofright pursuant to West Virginia 

Rules ofAppellate Procedure, Rule 30(a), may file a brief as Amicus Curiae. 
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ARGUMENT 

Statement of Case 

In the present matter, the Regional Jail Authority seeks an appeal of the 

November 4,2015 "Order Granting Preliminary InjunctionlDeclaratory Relief" by the 

Kanawha County Circuit Court, Marcum v. West Virginia Regional Jail and Correctional 

Facility Authority, Civil Action Number 15-C-1668. This Order required the Regional 

Jail Authority to release, pursuant to the West Virginia Freedom of Information Act, 

videotape ofa use of force at the Western Regional Jail. The Order found that the 

exemption in West Virginia Code, § 29B-1-4(a)(19), which had been asserted by the 

Regional Jail Authority, did not apply, and specifically set forth: 

12. The video at issue in the instant case depicts four individuals approaching 
and entering a common area of the jail. One ofthe individuals shouts the 
Petitioner's name and instructs him to "[g]et on the floor." The four men proceed 
upstairs to the Petitioner's cell, and one of the man bangs on the cell door. One of 
the men throws a flash grenade into the cell. Then, the same individual throws 
another flash bang grenade into the cell. The Petitioner is again instructed to 
"[g]et on the floor." Once the fumes from the explosion dissipate, two individuals 
enter the cell and restrain the Petitioner while another watches guard. The group 
of four individuals appears to be joined by others, and Petitioner is then carried 
out ofhis cell and down the stairs to the common area of the facility, where he is 
placed on a gurney. He is then pushed through the hallway, apparently to 
medical, where health care personnel appear to be checking his vital signs. The 
Petitioner is then taken outside and although dark, it appears that he is being 
placed into a vehicle for transport. 

13. Having reviewed the videotape in question and as it must, liberally 
construing the FOIA disclosure provisions while strictly construing its 
exemptions, this Court concludes that the videotape does not properly fall within 
the exemption identified by the RJA. Upon review of the videotape, this Court 
concludes that nothing on the videotape would put any inmate, resident or facility 
personnel at peril nor could the same be used by any inmate to facilitate any type 
ofescape from the facility. 

It is Corrections' understanding that the video in question was from a hand held 

camera at the Regional Jail. 
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Standard of Review 

"Generally, findings of fact are reviewed [by this Court] for clear error and 

conclusions of law are reviewed de novo. However, ostensible findings offact, which 

entail the application oflaw or constitute legal judgments which transcend ordinary 

factual determinations, must be reviewed de novo. Syl. Pt. 1, in part, State ex rei. Cooper 

v. Caperton, 196 W.Va. 208, 470 S.E.2d 162 (1996)." Syl. Pt. 1, State v. Rush, 219 

W.Va. 717,639 S.E.2d 809 (2006). 

From the findings of the "Order Granting Preliminary InjunctioniDeclaratory 

Relief," the only evidence apparently considered was the video itself. There is no 

reference in the Order to any affidavit or live testimony offered on behalf of the Regional 

Jail Authority and its position that the video meets exemption (a)(19). 

Argument 

I. VIDEO FOOTAGE AS DESCRIBED BY THE COURT IN 

PARAGRAPH 12, DOES SHOW THE DESIGN, IN PART, OF THE REGIONAL 

JAIL, AND WOULD PROVIDE TO THE PUBLIC INFORMATION, WHICH AN 

INMATE COULD USE TO ESCAPE OR INJURE ANOTHER PERSON. 

West Virginia Code, § 29B-I-4(a)(19) sets forth: 

(a) There is a presumption ofpublic accessibility to all public records, subject 
only to the following categories of information which are specifically exempt 
from disclosure under the provisions of this article: 

* * * 
(19) Records of the Division ofCorrections, Regional Jail and Correctional 
Facility Authority and the Division ofJuvenile Services relating to the design of 
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corrections, jail and detention facilities owned or operated by the agency, and the 
policy directives and operational procedures ofpersonnel relating to the safe and 
secure management of inmates or residents, that if released, could be used by an 
inmate or resident to escape a facility, or to cause injury to another inmate, 
resident or to facility personnel; and 

The questions presented under the exemption are: (1) does the record/videotape 

show the design, in whole or in part, of a corrections, jail or detention facility; and (2) 

does the video of the facility's design provide information, which could assist an inmate 

in an attempt to escape or assist in an attempt to injure another person. The term 

"design" would refer to, not only the architectural floor plan, but the security systems 

present in the facility. 1 In the present case, as with almost every video footage taken 

inside a jailor prison, the video's information will show part of the facility's design in a 

manner, which could be used by an inmate to escape or injure another person. 

A. Potential uses for video footage 

1. Viewing hand held camera footage can reveal the following information, 

which can be used to escape or injure: 

- Partial layouts of the facility. In the present case, based upon the description of 

the video in paragraph number 12 ofthe "Order," the video at issue shows a potential 

escape route from both Marcum's cell area and an inmate common area. By following 

the videotape, anyone can learn a route through part of the jail which will take an inmate 

via a hallway and the medical unit, to a transport area outside of the secure building. If 

an inmate or inmate accomplice then requests and gets a copy ofvideo surveillance ofthe 

transport area and or the perimeter area of the regional jail, an inmate has videotape 

showing a potential escape route. Because of the extensive use ofvideo cameras inside 

1 These systems would include electrical systems, plumbing systems, security camera systems, and locking 
door systems, among other systems. 
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of a correctional, jailor detention facility, it is entirely possible for a person or groups of 

persons to request a number of videotape footage from throughout the facility and create 

a visual layout ofalmost the entire facility.2 

- Doors. equipment. phones. and other security fixtures. In addition to using 

video to reconstruct the architectural design of a facility, videotape also would show, as 

part of the design, the various security features within a prison or jail. While most 

security fixtures are within plain sight of inmates, inmates are not necessarily experts 

regarding such security fixtures and, thus, may not be able to make a technical 

assessment on how to exploit a security fixture. An outside expert, however, could view 

the video ofa security fixture, detennine the make and model, consult any appropriate 

sources of technical information, and make an assessment of the fixture's vulnerabilities. 

For example, an expert could recognize a fixed camera on the wall or ceiling and research 

or detennine the capabilities and limitations of that make ofcamera. An expert, for 

example, could recognize a type of cell door and make an assessment of the weaknesses 

of the door. Moreover, in addition to determining technical capabilities of security 

fixtures, video footage may also simply show how a particular security fixture works or is 

utilized. For example, using video, an assessment could be made of the times needed to 

open various security doors, the response time it takes officers to enter a particular unit or 

cell or the time necessary for officers to avail themselves of security equipment or to 

activate a security system in responding to a security emergency. 

2 The use of the Freedom of Infonnation Act has become more and more sophisticated and extensive. 
Entities now exist for the sole purpose ofgathering and publishing government infonnation to the general 
public. It is not difficult to envision an entity, for example a prison gang, or an individual person 
extensively using Freedom of Infonnation Act requests to assist an inmate or inmates or related gang 
members to evade and overcome prison security. 
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2. Viewing video camera footage from a fixed camera can additionally reveal the 

following damaging information: 

- Camera angles and blind spots. An inmate or an accomplice can learn what 

areas an attack or action in furtherance ofan escape can take place without the attack or 

action being viewed and recorded by the fixed camera system, or where, in an area 

monitored by a camera, an inmate's hands/faces can be obscured or blocked from the 

camera's view. Such information would allow inmates to carry out attacks and acts and 

avoid camera detection, thereby, making it hard or impossible for officers to notice an 

ongoing attack or escape action or to catch inmate perpetrator~ by reviewing video after 

the fact. 

- Camera Quality. An inmate or accomplice can learn the quality of a camera 

feed, which cameras can clearly show faces/features, and, which cameras are ofpoor 

quality and can't be used to identify an inmate. 

3. In addition to learning useful information regarding the design features ofa 

facility, including security fixtures and systems, a video can also reveal other types of 

information, which can be used to assist an inmate in an escape or in an attempt to injure. 

Such non-design information may include: 

- Information showing officer preparations for a use of force or other event, as 

well as the officers' manner ofapproach to a scene. 

- Information showing officer techniques to secure an inmate. Such events 

ordinarily happen too fast or happen out of clear view ofinmates. An inmate or outside 

accomplice can repeated study and break down a video to understand officer techniques 

and how to counter. 
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- Infonnation showing evidence of the habit or routine ofofficers to exploit that 

routine. This includes learning the timing of "routes," so that an inmate can time an 

escape or assault to avoid detection by an officer on patrol or a check ofan area. This 

infonnation can be used in conjunction with design infonnation. An inmate, or a person 

assisting an inmate, not only can get a video ofa particular area of the jailor prison, but 

can also request footage of that area from various time periods, and get useful 

infonnation as to when and how officers do patrols and security checks in that particular 

area. 

B. Contrary to the Circuit Court's rmding that the video contained 

nothing, which could be used by an inmate to escape or injure another person, 

several other jurisdiction have found similar videotape footage to create a risk to 

public safety. 

There are a nunlber ofjurisdictions outside ofWest Virginia, which have 

addressed freedom of infonnation requests for video footage of inside a prison or jail. 

These jurisdictions have either found that the videos were exempt on public safety 

grounds or that the video could be exempt depending upon the infonnation contained in 

the videos. 

Federal 

The United States District Court for the District of Columbia has upheld an 

exemption for a video of a cell extraction on the grounds that the video, if released, could 

endanger public safety.3 Zander v. Dept. ofJustice, 885 F.Supp.2d 1, 7 (2012) ("Such 

3 The cited exemption is "records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the 
extent that the production of such law enforcement records or information ... could reasonably be expected 
to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual." 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(7)(F), Zander, 885 F.Supp.2d 
at 6, 7. 
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deference is not necessary here because the Court concludes that the agency's assessment 

of the possible danger to law enforcement officials from disclosing the video is 

abundantly reasonable. Removing prisoners from their cells presents clear dangers to the 

law enforcement officers who are charged with the task. Disclosure ofa recording of a 

'cell extraction' presents the possibility that other prisoners will learn the methods and 

procedures used by BOP officials, and that this infonnation might be used to thwart the 

safe application of these techniques in the future. The Court does not mean to suggest 

that plaintiff himself presents such a danger, but dissemination to the public at large does 

present clear risks to law enforcement officials."). 

In Washington, requests for prison surveillance videos showing an assault by a 

prisoner on another prisoner has similarly been found exempt4 from public disclosure. 

Fischer v. Washington State Dept. o/Corrections, 108 Wash.App. 722,254 P.3d 824 

(2011); Gronquist v. Washington State Dept. 0/Corrections, 177 Wash.App. 389, 313 

P.3d 416 (2013).5 In Fischer, the Court of Appeals found "[i]ntelligence infonnation 

provided video surveillance systems therefore falls squarely within the core definitions of 

'law enforcement.' Concealment of the full recording capabilities of those systems is 

critical to its effectiveness in the specific setting of a prison. An inmate's ability to view 

certain real-time images on a prison monitor does not reveal the capabilities or limitations 

ofsurveillance systems. Under the circumstances, DOC has satisfied its burden of 

4 RCW 42.56.240(1) exempts "[s]pecific intelligence information and specific investigative records 
compiled by investigative, law enforcement, and penology agencies, and state agencies vested with the 
responsibility to discipline members of any profession, the nondisclosure of which is essential to effective 
law enforcement or for the protection of any person's right to privacy." 
S Like West Virginia, Washington "liberally construe[s] the PRA in favor ofdisclosure and narrowly 
construe[s] its exemptions." Gronquist, 177 Wash.App at 398, 313 P.3d at 421. 
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demonstrating that nondisclosure of that infonnation is essential to law enforcement." 

Fischer, 108 Wash.App. at 728,254 P.3d at 827. 

In New York, video depicting similar infonnation as described in paragraph 12 of 

the Order has also been found to be exempt6 from public disclosure based upon public 

safety. See Dilworth v. Westchester County Dept. o/Corrections, 93 A.D.3d 722, 940 

N.Y.S.2d 146 (2012) (Video ofone angle ofinmate slip and fall would be disclosed, 

other angles were exempt); Lonsld v. Kelly, 149 A.D.2d 977,540 N.Y.S.2d 114 (1989); 

Mack v. Howard, 91 A.D.3d 1315,937 N.Y.S.2d 785 (2012) (Video showing altercation 

between inmate and officers in one single cell was not exempt); Buffalo Broadcasting Co, 

Inc. v. New York State Dept. 0/Correctional Services, 155 A.D.2d 106, 552 N.Y.S.2d 

712 (1998) (Disagreeing with Fourth Department and Lonsld that there exists blanket 

exemption, finding instead that where video did not show infonnation that inmates could 

not personally observe during their incarceration, Department did not meet burden of 

showing a blanket exemption, but that portions of video could have met exemption and 

required redaction).7 

6 Public Officers Law, § 87(2)(t) exempts records, which, if disclosed, "could endanger the life or safety or 
any person." Like West Virginia, in New York exemptions from disclosure "are to be narrowly interpreted 
so that the public is granted maximum access to the records ofgovernment." Dilworth, 93 A.D.3d at 724, 
940 N.Y.S.2d at 149 
7 Corrections disagrees with this finding in Buffalo Broadcasting Co., Inc. Unlike personal observations, a 
video can be observed over and over again, and studied. The images can be shared with experts. The 
ability of an inmate to collaborate with outside help is greatly enhanced and enabled by the disclosure of 
video, as opposed to verbal description given by an inmate based upon a potentially inaccurate memory. 
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II. THE COURT ERRED WHEN IT SUBSTITUTED ITS JUDGMENT 

OVER THE JUDGMENT OF JAIL OFFICIALS REGARDING AN ISSUE OF 

JAIL SECURITY. 

Unlike privacy based exemptions, exemptions (a)(9) through (a)(17) and 

exemption (a)(19) specifically exempt security infonnation, which ifreleased could be 

used to hann the public's safety. Exemption (a)(19) requires an assessment ofwhether a 

record relating to the design of a correctional, jail or detention facility could be used for 

purposes of an escape or to cause injury to another person. Such assessments can be 

difficult. Twenty years ago, for example, no one thought providing dental floss to 

regional jail inmates presented a serious security issue, until an inmate successfully 

accumulated and used dental floss to make a rope and then use it to escape. Matters and 

details, which would ordinarily appear to be insignificant, can be and are exploited by an 

inmate solely focused on evading prison or jail security systems. 

There is a legitimate question inherent in the security based exemptions of the 

Freedom ofInfonnation Act; does and should the experience and expertise o/the agency 

entrusted with jail or prison security carry any weight under the Act regarding whether a 

release 0/in/ormation to the public could be used to breach prison orjail security? 

As a general matter oflaw, Courts have been reluctant to substitute its own 

judgment over that of the agencies entrusted to protect the public's safety. Regarding 

Corrections and the Regional Jail Authority, this Court has acknowledged "we must be 

careful not to substitute our judgment for that ofprison administrators." Nobles v. Duncil, 

202 W.Va. 523, 534, 505 S.E.2d 442, 453 (1998); see also O'Lone v. Estate o/Shabazz, 

482 U.S. 342,349 (1987) ("evaluation of penological objectives is committed to the 
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considered judgment of prison administrators" because it is prison administrators who 

have to "anticipate security problems and to adopt innovative solutions to the intractable 

problems of prison administration"). The United States Supreme Court has also 

acknowledged that "a prison's internal security is particularly a matter normally left to 

the discretion of prison administrators." Fn. 14, Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 101 

S.Ct. 2392 (1981). 

Deference to agency views has been considered warranted, even where a Court 

has a particular standard of review to apply to a legal matter. See Holt v. Hobbs, 135 

S.Ct. 853, 864, 190 L.Ed.2d 747 (2015) ("That test requires the Department not merely to 

explain why it denied the exemption but to prove that denying the exemption is the least 

restrictive means of furthering a compelling governmental interest. Prison officials are 

experts in running prisons and evaluating the likely effects of altering prison rules, and 

courts should respect that expertise. But that respect does not justify the abdication of the 

responsibility, conferred by Congress, to apply RLUIPA's rigorous standard."). 

Regarding the Federal Freedom of Information Act, deference is given to the agency in 

determining whether an exemption applies to a request, "[t]he district court may award 

summary judgment to an agency based solely on the basis of information provided in 

affidavits or declarations that describe 'the documents and the justifications for 

nondisclosure with reasonably specific detail, demonstrate that the information withheld 

logically falls within the claimed exemption, and are not controverted by either contrary 

evidence in the record nor by evidence of agency bad faith. '" Zander, 885 F.Supp.2d at 

6. 
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The question ofdeference in Freedom of Information Act exemptions has also 

been addressed by other state courts, in particular Virginia. In 2015, the Supreme Court 

ofVirginia addressed the issue ofwhether deference was due to the Virginia Department 

of Corrections' determination that certain documents regarding the floor plan and 

electrical systems of a unit in the prison were exempt from Virginia' freedom of 

information act because such disclosure "would jeopardize the security of any 

governmental facility, building or structure or the safety ofpersons using such facility, 

building or structure."g Virginia Dept. ofCorrections v. Surovell, 290 Va. 255, 776 

S.E.2d 579 (2015). Virginia first looked towards federal case law, noting that in Gardels 

v. Central Intelligence Agency, 689 F .2d 1100, 1105 (D.C. Circ. 1982), the federal court 

gave great deference to the agency's determinations, holding that "[t]he test is not 

whether the court personally agrees in full with the [agency's] evaluation of the danger 

rather, the issue is whether on the whole record the [a ]gency's judgment objectively 

survives the test of reasonableness, good faith, specificity, and plausibility in the field of 

prison security." Virginia also looked towards Michigan, noting that "the Department of 

Corrections has obligations with regard to prison security and the confinement of 

prisoners which are separate and distinct from its duty under FOIA to provide a 

reasonable opportunity for persons to inspect its nonexempt prison records." Mithrandir 

v. Dept. ofCorrections, 164 Mich.App. 143,416 N.W.2d 352, 354 (1987). The Virginia 

Supreme Court then went on to conclude "[w]e adopt the approach expressed by these 

courts and hold that the circuit court must make a de novo determination of the propriety 

of withholding the documents at issue, but in doing so, the circuit court must afford 

'substantial weight' to VDOC's determinations... Once satisfied that proper procedures 

8 Virginia Code § 2.2-3705.2(6). 
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have been followed and that the infonnation logically falls within the exemption clause, 

courts need go no further to test the expertise of the agency, or to question its veracity 

when nothing appears to raise the issue of good faith. Surovell, 290 Va. at 266, 766 

S.E.2d at585.9 

III. EXEMPTION (A)(19) MUST BE APPLIED EQUALLY TO THOSE 

INSTANCES WHERE DISCLOSURE WOULD NOT SERVE ANY LEGITIMATE 

PUBLIC INTEREST. 

While disclosure ofvideo in limited and controlled settings serves a number of 

important purposes,10 the West Virginia Freedom of Infonnation Act places no 

restrictions on the use and distribution ofinfonnation released pursuant to the Act. 

Unlike release ofa video pursuant to discovery, for example, a Court cannot deny 

discovery ifit disagrees with the motives of the requestorll nor can the Court limit access 

to sensitive video in discovery to those parties involved in the litigation. Under the West 

Virginia Freedom ofInfonnation Act, a member of the public may seek public 

infonnation for any reason or motivation, and once the infonnation is obtained, may 

distribute the infonnation as the requestor sees fit and for any purpose. The statute does 

not distinguish between good and bad motives. A criminal gang or organization, with 

members both in and outside ofprison, can request video footage of all cameras used in a 

facility and compile a video library of the facility, its design and its security systems. 

9 Like West Virginia, Virginia holds that "[d]isclosure exemptions must be 'narrowly construed." Surovell, 

290 Va. at 263, 766 S.E.2d at 583, quoting Fitzgerald v. Loudoun City Sheriff's Office, 289 Va. 499, 505, 

771 S.E.2d 858, 860-61 (2015). 

10 The video is discoverable pursuant to the civil action filed by Marcum and its contents are obviously 

useful in getting at the truth. Video is also useful for training purposes - allowing officers to observe and 

learn from successful operations and from less successful operations. 

II W.Va. Code, §29B-l-I "The people, in delegating authority, do not give their public servants the right to 

decide what is good for the people to know and what is not good for them to know." 
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While in the present case there are certainly important public policy reasons why the 

public should be able to see the video in question, this Court cannot overlook the 

statutory terms and intent of the exemption (a)(19) and that its decision in this case will 
I 

affect those cases, where the request for a similar video or videos is intended to be used 

to assist an inmate in an escape or in an attack in prison. 

IV. OTHER ISSUES PRESENTED BY THE DISCLOSURE OF VIDEO. 

In addition to exemption (a)(19), there are a number ofother concerns that 

Corrections would have regarding the release of the type of video described by the 

Circuit Court in its Order. 

A. Privacy 

Prison videos often show persons and activities for which privacy rights would 

attach. Inmates, including inmate victims, are often in the videos. Their privacy rights, 

as well as visitors, vendors and employees, must be asserted to the fullest by Corrections 

or the Regional Jail. 

B. Physical Safety and Reputation of Employees 

Prison videos often show officers in difficult situations and often portray actions, 

which are taken out ofcontext. If an officer believes that any videotaped use of force is 

subject to be shown on television or other public medium and that the officer can be 

publicly identified, officers may rightfully fear for their privacy and their safety. An 

officer may be reluctant to use force or to protect public safety, or may hold back, out of 

fear for their public reputation and safety, should the use of force be released to the 

public. While there may be officers who deserve such adverse public exposure, there will 
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also be good officers who will be receive unjust publicity, 12 and rather than suffer such 

publicity or risk personal safety will be reluctant to carry out their necessary and difficult 

public duties. 

C. Redaction 

Prison videos would require expensive redaction techniques, which state agencies 

cannot be able to afford or meet a five day time frame to provide the record. 

D. Potential for Overburdening the System. 

The application of the Freedom of Infonnation Act to videos would allow for 

over burdensome requests, which could render impractical the use ofvideo at prisons and 

jails. With sufficient funding, a person or entity could decide to create a web site 

dedicated to video of the prisons and jails, and require Corrections or the Jail to preserve 

and provide daily recordings for the media outlet. A person or entity could simply decide 

that it wanted to disrupt prison or jail operations. In Corrections, video is stored for a 

short period of time and then, unless preserved, is recorded over due to limitations on 

storage capacity. Video is not easily and regularly maintained, as is paperwork. Under 

the Freedom of Infonnation Act, any person can make a daily request to view all video 

made by Corrections or the Regional Jail Authority and effectively over burden prison or 

jail officials. 

12 A number ofuse of forces injail or prison involve inmates, who are demonstrably violent and have 
mental health issues, and involve situations, in which the extent of the force needed is not apparent from 
the context of the video itself. An officer from the jail or prison cannot defend himself or herself in public 
without improperly revealing private information about a particular inmate to the same public. 
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CONCLUSION 


WHEREFORE, the West Virginia Division ofCorrections respectfully submits 

the above Brief as Amicus Curiae in support of the West Virginia Regional Jail and 

Correctional Facility Authority for this Court's consideration. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 

THE WEST VIRGINIA DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS, 

BY COUNSEL 


PATRICK MORRISEY, 

WEST VIRGINIA ATTORNEY GENERAL 

BY 
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